
OpTex  XLAnamorphic Adapter 
for Canon XL-1/S 

The XLAnamorphic can also be ordered 
with a Light Weight Support system instead 
of the system support bracket, to allow 
sunshades and other accessories to be used 
in conjunction with the adapter
(Product Code: OTDVXLANALWS)

Image left shows the XLAnamorphic system on a 
lightweight support with an AC DV-Sunshade
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This zoom through Anamorphic Adapter offers XL-1/S users wide-screen recording 
while maintaining optical quality.

Designed for use with the Canon XL16X Manual lens, the adapter optically squeezes 
a 16:9 image onto the 4:3 chips used in the camera.  Due to the constraints of the 
optics, a mechanical zoom stop is provided to limit the minimum focal length to 
12mm. The zoom through capability covers from 12mm to 84mm focal lengths.

The system comprises the Adapter optic itself, a support ring, the zoom stop and a 
system support bracket allowing the whole assembly to be balanced easily on a fl uid 
tripod head.

Product Code: OTDVXLANA

The system can also be used with the XL16X Autofocus lens, but cut-off will occur at wider angles. 
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Product Code Description List Price £ List Price €

OTDVXLANA OpTex Anamorphic Adapter Kit £1,600.00 € 2,640.00 E
For use with Canon XL-16X Manual zoom lens.
NB: Lens is limited to minimum focal length of 12mm

Kit Comprises:
OpTex Anamorphic Adapter
Support Ring
Zoom Stop
System Support Bracket

OTDVXLANALWS OpTex Anamorphic Adapter Kit 
with Light Weight Support Adapter

£1,800.00 € 2,970.00 E

As above, but with AC Light Weight Support adapter with extended bars
instead of the system support bracket

Accessories

TIF95CL Tiffen Clear Protective filter £143.00 € 235.95 E
Fits directly to the front of the XLAnamorphic Adapter

AC440-01 DV-Sunshade 4x4,  consisting of: 362.00 € 597.30 D
* housing, incl. french flag
* filterstage for two filterholders 4x4 (1 fixed, 1 rotating)
* 2 filterholders 4x4 
* clamp adaptor Ø 104mm

AC440-01 Center bracket to use Sunshade with light weight support 69.00 € 113.85 D

 XLAnamorphic Zoom-Through 
Adapter for Canon XL-1S


